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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDExypktEuM&list=PLY3xvs4LkaPDgmvKrMpa8sEozzT0W57S3

&index=1&t=7446s 
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The Importance of Soft Skills in the 
Job Market of GIlobal Scenario 

I 
inoth after graduation which is the basic of any prospective work culture. Though a fewof 

As l belong to the Academic world, I had the opportunity to study the present job prospects 
them get well placed. most do not make it to the upper echelons. This perturbed me very uch and on analyzing such a situation, I found that soft skills are a must in today's procurement and sustenance of a good job. lf acadenmics is compared with a cake, then soft skills are nsidered as the icing on the top of that very cake which makes it attractive in the eyes of the heholder. Initially. you have to catch the eyes of the future employees of global reputation and then the special personal attributes will help you to sustain them in future with enhanced 

career prospecis. suitable pay hike and advancement in salarv. 
Sott Skills or emotional intelligence as may be defined are personal attributes that enable Someone to interact amicably, effectively and harmoniously with other people. 

Dr. Kinjalkini Biswas 
Principal, Muralidhar Girls' College 

Some of the most common soft skills employers are looking for and will be assessing you 
n include 

Strong work ethics 

" Positive attitude 

Good communication skills 

Time management abilities 

" Problem solving skills 

" Acting as a team player 
" Self confidence 

Ability to accept and learn from criticism 
These affect relationships very much since unlike hard skills, which can be proven and 

Casured. soft skills are intangible and dilicult to quantify. They include analytical thinking. 
tbal and written communication & leadership. 

Basically. you can be the best at what you do with soft skills or else you are limiting your 
0 carcer SUccess. 



ABSTRACT 

The Asiatic Society of Bengal : 
A Bridge between the East and the West 

Dr. Nilanjana Banerjee 

1 4siatic Socien of Bengal ras set up by Sir William Jones on Junucry 15, 1784. Bused 

Om he model of the Roval Asiatic Society of Britain and Ireland, it acted us the interfuce 

beween the East and the West. The professed ideal of the Asiatic Sociely ofBengal was to 

cauire an intiate knowledge of the Oriental learning, culture and to present it hefore lhe 

ntin world. lndividul sporadic efforts in the direction were alredy undertuken hut met 

vith limited suwcess. 7he activities of the Asiatic Sociely of Bengal were examples of long 

lusting instituional efforts, encouraged by the British Government, to delve into Oriental 

mtiquin:.Andonh ime showed how the nission ofthe Asiatic Sociely ofBengul was Crowned 

ih succeSS. 

Introduction 

The activities of the Asiatic Society were varied as well as path-breaking. On one hand it 

worked for the translocation of classical literature ofAsia into English language. On the other 

it set up a museum in 1814 to encourage scientific learning. This article not only reflects on 

such activities but also tries to ascertain the Asiatic Society's place in the history of Indian life 

and culture. It also deals with the question whether the Asiatic Society was a boom or a 

course of the Indians. Buln 

Itis a well known fact that the Asiatic Society of Bengal was established by Sir William Jones 

on January 15. 1784.The reason which cnthused him to do so was evident from his own 

words "Asia" commented Jones. "was the nurse of sciences" and the inventers of delightful 

and useful arts."And to acquire an int:nale knowledge of the Orient, as he rightly foresaw, an 

institutional approach instead of iividtal ctlorts, was more than necessary. 

In his pursuit of discovery th ast, he was joined by many of the white community 

comprising high officials of the English Fast India Company. teachers of the Fort William 

ollege. judges of the Supreme Court, Christian missionaries and governor generals like 

arren Hastings, Sir John shore, Lord Bentinck, Lord Dalhousie etc. 

However it was not before 1829, as the Proceedings of the Asiatic Society reveal, that 

ndians were allowed an entry into this august institution. Notable personality like Dwarakanath 

agore. Prasannakumar Tagore, Ramgopal Ghosh. Radhakanta Deb and Iswarchandra 

Idyasagar eventually become members of the Asiatic Society. But surprisingly the Asiatic 
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Creative Teaching and Joyful Learning 

Dr. Indira Sur 

Innovative e classroom practices create a Joyful learning climate in the cducational Instituiok. 

relationship. Jovful learning makes a classroom intercsting and ensures the attendance of t. 

The classroom environment should be non-thrcatening and joyful with a warm teacher studer 

children / students. The problems of wastage and stagnation can be overcome by followir 

the joyful learning method.. The success of any educational programme depends on 

involkenent of the teachers. so tcachers should adopt or follow some of the strategies in da 

to-day teaching like selfexploration, simulation, Microteaching, Project work, demonstrati 

story telling. songs and music, dramatization, exhibition, subject games, puppet show, shor 

film. Poetry. art work ete Within each strategy we have tremendous scope for fexibility ar 
rariation for example. we can simply teach through a closed story or an open story telin 
session followed by discussion. The epics, songs and games are strong components of India 
Child-rearing practices which cut across the diversity of our country. These age -old creativ 
practices go a long way in the educational development of students. 

The creative art of teaching can produce immense benefits erconpassing various huma: 
and social dimensions ifexecuted with skill and caution, keepig i2nind the creative need o 
he tender minds of students. The adventure of education begins wih the weaving of the min. 
n diverse imensions. Weaving is obligatory because the mind cannot but weave in thread 
f creatively and aesthetics one of the important aims of education is to foster and stimulat 
reativity. Creativity is the capacity to produce new compositiens. products or ideas througi 
magination or thought synthesis. Creativity is always goal uirected relevant to the solute of: 
roblem. Unfortunately. education as it is imparied in a narity ofthe educational institution: 
1 India suffers from an absence of creative and aesthetic efllorescence. Every learner enjov: 

ere undesirable scope for being imitative rather thas creative. 

According to Torrance (1962), it is the teachers w are themselves creative who encourage 
eativity in their students. If teaching is an art. then t:hing is also individualistic wherein 
eativity like knowiedge, experience and skills, is an important attribute in view of which : 
acher qualified for being the real personality mentor. 

Creative teaching surpasses all other methods of teaching owing to its multidimensional 
nefits. 

Since all four aspects of development namely, language development. cognitie 
development socio-emotional development and physical motor development interrelated and occur simultaneously, creative teaching contributes to all these four aspe 
of development directly individually, as well as by one kind of development stimulatie 
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Openness and Incquality: India's Performance 
in Post-Reform Era 

ABSTRACT 

Chhanda Mandal 

Assistant Professor. Department of Economics. 
Muralidhar Girls' College 

The gradual iberalisotion of lndia s external sector during the first hul/ of 1990s was 

erremehsUccessful in meeting the BOP crisis of 1990 and puting the BOP on a sustainahle 

path. The main lesson of the nineties is tht liberalisation of the current and capital uccouni 

incTeases the flexibiliy and resilience of the BOP imyproved the opemess of the Indin 

economm: Horere: liberalisation was shaped largel' by the economic problems of the 

gorernmet rather thm by the economic priorities ofthe people or br long-term developmem 

objecties. Thus. jobless growth, persistent porerty md rising inequality have momted us 

problems since economic liberalisation began. And, 25 vears later, the time has come to 

amalhse the impact ofglobalisation in hdian economy before going for 'secondgeneration 

reforms as much remains to be done. 

Afier gaining independence in 1947, India followed the Soviet model of planned economic 

development with emphasis on heavy industries and self-sufficiency. The whole development 

strategy in India was based on direct intervention of the state coupled with an 'inward 

looking import substitution`model of development. The restrictive interventionist policies 

meant the existence of a complex structure of permissions. Iicenses. quotas. rationing and 

absolute bans in many spheres including industrial production. infrastructural facilities. 

raw materials. credli!. lor:gn cxchange and trade. In short. government policy interventions 

distorted the price and quantity signals in all three markets- goods. money and factors. 

India's economy went through several cpisodes of economic liberalisation in the 1970s and 

the 1980s. However. these attempts at econonmic liberalization were half-hearted. selt. 

contradictory. and often self-reversing in parts (Harris, 1987). In contrast. the cconomie 

reforms launched in the 1990s were 'much wider and deeper (Sachs. Varshney and Bajpai. 

1999) and decidedly marked a U-turn' in the direction of economic policy followed by 

India during the previous forty years of centralized economic planning ( Wadhva. 2004). In 

the Indian case. therefore. the year 1991-92 is oflen regarded as providing a signiticant 

break in the policy environment. 

A1 the end of June 1991. India's foreign currency assets had declined to Rs 2383 crore 

lhat was barely enough to finance (wo weeks ol essential import bills: and the economy 
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Agrarian Structure and Development of Agrarian Sector 

ABSTRACT 

Atrayee Saha 

PhD Rescarch Scholar, Department of Sociology. 
Sehool of Social Scicnces, C'entre for Social Systems. 

Jawaharlal Nehru University. New Delhi. 

Designation : Assistant Professor. 
Department of Sociology. 
Muralidhar (Girls College. 

Calcutta lUniversity. 

Email: atrayee.dsea gmail.com 
atrayeesaha88 a gmail.com 

Ph: +91 900782 1090 

Introduction of the land reforms. adoption of scientific technologies. opening of 

agricultural production to the global market has resulted in a shifi of agriculture from 

heing predominanily based on food grain production lo cash crop and horticultural 

production in the recent times. The growth-led story of lndian agriculture does not touch 

uDOn the fact that 1he caste and class inequality continues galore in the rural econom: 

4grarian structure has transformed from being based on ihe age-old . master-serf or 

.. patron-client relation to one that is based on �profit-making incentive, where the 

ugricultural and landless labourers are no more lied to the lanadlords or the landowners, 

Persistence ofsocial inequaliy is seen from the fact lhat the small and marginal farmers 

cnd landless and agricultural labourers who iraditionally belonged to ihe lower custes 

continue 1o remain economialh deprived and mnost often fall in debt-trap in order to 

increase production lerel: ifh the help of several field studies, I hae showed in the 

puper that introduction of ih it eehnolog. introduction of the new seed varieties und 

patenting policies und incre.' the local power lobbies haS affected the development 

In the agrarian sector und its 0t done nmuch to change the social milieu of the rurul 

economy. 1 also show that mwh ofthe profit gained from ugricultural growth is enjoyed 

by lhe bigfarmers and lurge lundholders who traditionally belong to the upper castes or 

Ihe dominant landed castes und ulso dominate the local power structure in the rural 

ureus. 
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Vai_uavism: A Path of Complete Devotion 

ABSTRACT 

Sampriti Biswas 

Assistant Professor. Department of Sanskrit. Muralidhar (Girls Colepe 

laivnaisnm is the branch of llinduism in which Vi_nu or oe ofhis Avatäru'tie 

mainh hrynu is 

tb coddess Laksmi as supreme deities. In this paper, I would like to dru your kind 

allenion lowards the complete devotion of bhaktus to his or her supreme power. 

her Words : lai_navisn: Complete Devotion; Bhakti: Lord Krsna: Bhãva. 

Tisnu nas a Vedic deity. W We found him with a minor position in the Vedic hymns. laisnava 

means "follower of Vi_nu. In their prospect, Lord Krsna is a supreme God. The Brhun 

In.irad'a Puräna says: 

Harer nãma harer n�ma harer n�maiva kevalanm 

kalau nasty eva nasty eva nasty eva gatir anyathã| 

lisu was mentioned as a god in the Vedas and later Sanskrit literature, combined with 

the horship of many local deities: 

Tad vi_no paramani padain sadã pa[yanti säruyah | 
Div+va cuk_ur�tatan:|" 

The Lord eventually gave rise to the Vai_ucrva faith. 'aignavas also worship Vi_pu's many 
incamations. especially his appearances as Räma and as Kr_na, as well as his manifestations 
in iconic form in several temples. These manifestations in temples are considered to be actual 
incarnations of Vi_nu in a worship able form. In addition. many lai_navas also revere various 
poet-saints and theologians whom they cnstler to be paradigmatic devotees. There are several 
tradilions of laisnava theologies, bul a lNAN does not have to be affiliated with any one 
of them. It is thus difficult to determinc teacl iumber ofHindus who practice laisnavisnm. 

According to Vaisnavism, devotio is ir ultinale way to achieve the supreme power. So 
lai_navism is exclusively a religion of bhuki (devotion). Bhukti is intense love of God. allachment to him alone: it is of the nature of bliss and bestows upon the lover imnmortal1ity and liberalion. According to Vaisnavism God cannot be explained by laws and rules: and. Wihoul pure love or bhakti, all penances, austerities and rites are tutile. Man, cannot real1ze 
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<«The affect of television and new media in 

youngster behaviour and Psychology" 

Abstract 

Prof. Shashi Subba 

Department of Journalism and Mass communication. 

Quotation: "The media s the most powerful entity on earth. They have the power to make the 
innocent guilly and to make the guilly innocent, and that s power Because they control the 
minds of the masses. - Malcolm X 

As the old adage goes "ifyou really want to test a person give him power" and today media 
is identical with power, the fourth estate ofdenocracy has the power to influence the mass, whether the form is print or electronic, it barely matters, the frequency of outcome may be 
low or high but every form has its own way of influence. The outcome of the power can be 
segregrated into two categories, i.e. Acceptable and Debatable. The acceptable category 
includes the power to educate, entertain, inform, aware, update and empower whereas the 
Debatable category includes sensationalism, nmedia trials, setting agenda and priorities 
(As per Agenda Setting Theory), md to make believe what does not really exist, which can 
also be termed as an outcome, due to the turning point of nedia duties from noble profession 
to profit making organisation. Similarly the effects of media, especially television in audience, has been divided into two types under observational learning as inhibitory efects and 
disinhibitory effects, as stated under The Social Learning Theory. propounded by Albert 

Bandura, in the year 1977.The powerof media is so immense that it can uproot and change 
the entire political scenario of any country, the Arab Spring, the Halloween drama are 
Some of the best examples in this context. Similarly today, it is the world of competition, 
everyone wants to keep oneselfupdated and informed and "News" is one of the best medium 
to achieve such desire. Hence, keeping in view, the power of media and the competitive 
world, the paper is concentrated to examine the effect of television as well as New Media in 
the youngster behaviour and psychology. especially concentrating on news coverage and 
reporting on gender issues and sensationalism. 

Keywords : Media, New media, Television, Social media, Mobile Media, Sensationalism. Gender issues, media affects, youngster psychology, crime against women 
Introduction :The change of stream from science to social science: 

e proverb goes" Change is the only constant", it holds its importance in every sector of life. Since, the pre historic age, humans has been witnessing and giving its helping hand to 
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The fact that life is a continuous proccss of growth. beginning from infancy and coming o 

old age through childhood and adulthood and that is ultimatcly terminates with the death ot 

an inndividual, is an obvious phenomenon and nced not be emphasizcd. The course of life is 
influenced by several factors, like biological & cultural inheritance of an individual. Age and 

aging are equally related to role-taking, value orientations and modes of behavior or a person 

the 
expectation of which varies at different age stages of members of society. 

Age and Ageing 
Jhumur Basu 

Everv society is stratitied in terms of age of its members, just as there is stratification in 

terms of social and economic factors. The social system which depends upon the continuing 

performance of numerous age specific functions, must accommodate the endless succession 

of cohorts. (generations) that are born, grow old and die within it.(1 ) 

Old age is a universal phenomenon. The number of old people is increasing all over the 

world. both in absolute terms and proportion to the populations. The challenges of old age 

come from various source as well old is generally accompanied by a number of problerns that 

the aged have to face and adjust with in varying degrees. These problems may range from 

ensured and sufficient income to support themselves and their dependents. 

farmily 

Loss of economic independence and physical vigor and the emergence of various types 

of degenerative diseases change an aged from an independent self-suffering individual self 

supporting individual to one who nceds help from children, members of the family and the 

SOCiety in general. Absence of comnn interests and lack of extensive and regular interaction 

Hith the younger members in the faiy may result in social isolation and loneliness of the 

gea. Ihe aged having performeda long continuous and relatively well-defined adult role 

iay tind himselfin stage oflife which presents only few alternative role be fitting his physical. 

s0Cial and psychological make-up. The nature and extent of his social adjustment may' Vary 

according to his own personality make-up. his life experiences as an adult and the immediate 

and community environment that surrounds him. It may be observed that the process 

of aging iS not uniform for all persons and groups alike. Changes in the life of the aged are 

necessitated not only by their physical and mental capacities but also by the social and cultural 

practices. 

Bilogical and IPhysiological aging 

The term "aging" has three different but inter-related connection, namely biological and 
hy siological aging, social aging and psychological aging. 

Ihe process of ife consist l changes characterized by growth and declin 
of physical and mental changes 
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